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ABSTRACT 

Background: MR diffusion and perfusion imaging are used to identify ischemic 

penumbra, but there are few comparisons with neuronal loss and ischaemia in vivo. We 

compared N-acetyl aspartate (NAA, found in intact neurons) and lactate (anaerobic 

metabolism) with diffusion/perfusion parameters.  

Methods: We prospectively recruited patients with acute ischemic stroke and performed 

MR diffusion tensor, perfusion (PWI) and proton chemical shift spectroscopic imaging 

(CSI). We superimposed a 0.5 cm voxel grid on the diffusion-weighted images (DWI) and 

classified voxels as ‘definitely abnormal’, ‘possibly abnormal’, or normal on DWI 

appearance, and ‘mismatch’ for voxels in DWI/PWI mismatch areas. We compared 

metabolite (NAA, lactate), perfusion and ADC values in each voxel type. 

Results: NAA differentiated ‘definitely’ from ‘possibly abnormal’, and ‘possibly 

abnormal’ from ‘mismatch’ (both comparisons p<0.01) voxels, but not ‘mismatch’ from 

‘normal’ voxels. Lactate was highest in ‘definitely abnormal’, and progressively lower in 

‘possibly abnormal’, ‘mismatch’, then ‘normal’ voxels (all differences p<0.01). There was 

no correlation between NAA and ADC or PWI values, but high lactate correlated with low 

ADC (Spearman ρ=-0.41, p=0.02) and prolonged MTT (Spearman ρ=0.42, p=0.02).  

Conclusion: ADC and MTT indicate the presence of ischemia (lactate) but not cumulative 

total neuronal damage (NAA) in acute ischemic stroke, suggesting that caution is required 

if using ADC and PWI parameters to differentiate salvageable from non-salvageable 

tissue. Further refinement of the DWI/PWI concept is required prior to more widespread 

use.   
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INTRODUCTION 

In acute ischemic stroke, the ischemic penumbra is considered to be hypoperfused tissue 

where neurons are functionally silent but retain structural integrity and are potentially 

salvageable if blood flow can be restored quickly. The mismatch between magnetic 

resonance (MR) diffusion-weighted (DWI) and perfusion imaging (PWI) may be one way 

of identifying penumbra, but this approach requires standardisation.1-3 No consistent 

perfusion threshold has so far distinguished dead from salvageable tissue reliably.4-7 

Several apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) thresholds have been reported for 

salvageable/non-salvageable tissue,8-10 but with considerable overlap between tissue that 

had already infarcted, was ischemic but viable, or normal but subsequently infarcted.11;12 

These studies all use the final infarct as shown on T2 or FLAIR imaging at several days to 

months after the stroke to determine early tissue viability thresholds. However many 

changes occurring in between the acute and late phases could influence the final tissue fate 

and may have added to the variability of acute DWI and PW threshold values.   

An alternative method of determining early tissue viability would be to use proton MR 

spectroscopy (MRS). This detects N-acetyl aspartate (NAA) which, although its precise 

function is not clearly understood, is only found in intact functioning neurons in adults, is 

present in sufficient quantity to provide a clear measurable signal on MRS, and loss of 

NAA indicates neuronal death.13-15 Thus, NAA is reduced in infarcted tissue in 

patients.16;17 In a permanent middle cerebral artery occlusion model, by six hours NAA 

had fallen to 50% of control with 30% of neurons appearing viable histologically; by 24 

hours, NAA had fallen to 20% of control with few neurons appearing viable.18;19 MRS also 

detects rapid rises in lactate due to anerobic metabolism in acute ischemic tissue.20;21  

If ADC or PWI directly indicate neuronal damage, then ADC and PWI values should 

correlate closely with NAA; if they mainly indicate ischemia, then ADC and PWI values 
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should correlate closely with lactate rather than NAA. However there are few studies of 

MRS and DWI or PWI in acute ischaemic stroke to date.16;21-27 While indicating that NAA 

fell and lactate rose in DWI-abnormal areas, these studies did not examine associations 

between metabolites, DWI and PWI parameters in detail across the whole stroke lesion. 

Many were unable to profile metabolite, diffusion and/or perfusion values because they 

used single voxel spectroscopy.16;21;25;26 Many only sampled MRS and diffusion not 

perfusion.16;21;22;25-27 Only one small study compared NAA with both DWI and PWI 

simultaneously in the DWI-visible lesion, but found very heterogeneous ADC values.24 

Therefore we used proton MR spectroscopic imaging and a voxel based analysis to map 

NAA, lactate, DWI and PWI values across the acute ischaemic lesion and normal brain.   
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METHODS 

Patient recruitment 

We prospectively recruited patients with symptoms of acute cortical ischemic stroke, 

without contraindications to MR imaging. An experienced physician obtained a detailed 

history and neurological examination, measured the stroke severity according to the 

National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS, 

http://www.strokecenter.org/trials/scales/), and determined the stroke type according to the 

Oxfordshire Community Stroke Project (OCSP) classification.28 Patients with lacunar 

stroke were excluded (lesion too small and usually no perfusion lesion) as well as those 

who were too ill to undergo MRI. The study was approved by the Local Research Ethics 

Committee, and subjects or their relatives gave written informed consent. All patients 

underwent usual investigations for stroke as well as the study procedures. 

 

MR imaging and MRS technique 

Patients underwent MR imaging, as soon as possible after stroke (but within a maximum 

of 24 hours) on a GE 1.5 T Signa LX (General Electric, Milwaukee, WI, USA) scanner. 

Imaging included axial T2-weighted fast spin echo (T2W), axial diffusion tensor imaging 

(DTI) based on spin-echo echo-planar imaging (EPI), axial dynamic susceptibility contrast 

PWI using gradient-echo EPI, and single slice point resolved spectroscopy (PRESS) 

proton MRS chemical shift imaging (CSI). The imaging parameters for DTI were: field-of-

view (FOV) 240 × 240 mm, 15 axial slices of thickness 5 mm, slice gap 1 mm, acquisition 

matrix 128 × 128, echo time (TE) 97.4 ms and repetition time (TR) 10 seconds. Diffusion 

sensitising gradients with scalar b-values of 1000 s/mm2 were applied in six non-collinear 

directions. Perfusion imaging was performed using the dynamic signal change recorded up 

to 85 seconds following a bolus injection of a gadolinium-based contrast agent (10 mL of 1 
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mmol/mL Gadovist or 20 mL of 0.5 mmol/mL Omniscan ) over a period of 85 s, collecting 

thirty-four volumes of 15 axial slices using the same FOV, acquisition matrix and slice 

locations as the DTI data, but with a TE of 30 ms and TR of 2.5 seconds. Spectroscopy 

was performed with chemical shift imaging (CSI) by placing a large slab volume of 

interest  (VOI) measuring 10mm thick, divided to individual grid squares, on the averaged 

diffusion weighted image (DWI) that showed the maximum extent of the acute stroke 

lesion, placed to cover the ischemic lesion and contralateral normal brain (Figure 1). The 

MRS acquisition parameters were: FOV 320 mm, slice thickness 10 mm, acquisition 

matrix 24×24, TE 145 ms and TR 1000 ms. Automatic shimming and water suppression 

were applied. For each phase encoding, 512 complex data points were acquired with a 

sampling interval of 1 ms.  

 

Image processing 

DTI and PWI. The images were prepared for detailed processing by converting to Analyze 

format (Mayo Foundation, Rochester, MN, USA) and processing in MATLAB (The 

MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). We removed bulk patient motion and eddy current-

induced artefacts from the DTI data by registering the component EPI volumes to the T2-

weighted volumes acquired as a part of the DTI protocol using FLIRT 

(www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl, a three-dimensional computational image alignment program). 

Maps of DWI and ADC were derived from the DTI data. Cerebral blood volume (CBV, 

area under concentration/time curve), mean transit time (MTT, first moment of 

concentration/time curve) and cerebral blood flow (CBF, CBV/MTT) images were 

calculated from gamma-variates with arterial input function but without deconvolution 29. 

The gamma variate functions were fitted on a voxel-by-voxel basis to PWI concentration-

time curves. The PWI data were also coregistered to T2/DWI data. 
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Spectroscopic data were interpolated to a 32×32 matrix, and 10 mm3 voxels, followed by 

zero-order phase correction performed on a voxel-by-voxel basis using the residual water 

signal for each voxel. This “self-referencing” scheme corrects for eddy current effects and 

brings water on resonance in each voxel. We assigned a fixed chemical shift of 4.70ppm to 

the water resonance. Residual water signal was removed using Hanckel-Lanczos singular 

value decomposition 30. Following Fourier transformation, the spectra were modelled by 

five Gaussian peaks (corresponding to choline, creatine, NAA containing compounds and 

lactate) using the AMARES algorithm 31;31 within the MRUI. 32. Spectra were 

automatically discarded if fitted line widths were less than 1 Hz or greater than 10 Hz, if 

the metabolite peaks were more than 0.1 ppm offset from their expected position, if the 

voxels lay on the edges of the PRESS excitation region, if the spectra were of poor quality, 

fell outside brain parenchyma or contained >25% CSF. Metabolite peak areas (in 

‘institutional’ units) were standardised and corrected for scanner drift with monthly 

spectroscopy phantom quality assurance data.  

Tissue voxel classification: We classified the voxel appearance on the diffusion image by 

applying a grid with voxels of dimension 4.7×4.7 mm over the entire DWI slice 

corresponding to the MRS slice position (Figure 1). We used this smaller voxel grid 

applied to the DWI image because smaller voxels on the DWI image allowed more precise 

and reproducible classification of individual voxels than did larger voxels (equivalent in 

size to the CSI grid) in pilot testing. The DWI images were all windowed on the same 

standard signal intensity to optimize signal contrast between normal and abnormal tissue. 

A neuroradiologist classified each voxel as: ‘definitely abnormal’, ‘possibly abnormal’, or 

normal (‘ipsilateral’ or ‘contralateral’) according to the DWI appearance, blind to all other 

data. We used this operational voxel classification33 to avoid introducing bias that might 

occur by using ADC or PWI thresholds that so far have not been shown to discriminate 
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between viable and non-viable tissue,2;4 because DWI signal intensity (not ADC) was the 

parameter which correlated most closely with cell death or viability in experimental 

models in comparison with histology,34 and because the DWI appearance is immediately 

visible and rapidly assessed in the acute stroke situation (all other parameters including 

ADC values require some image processing). Voxels falling outside brain parenchyma 

were excluded. ‘Definitely abnormal’ voxels contained clearly hyperintense (bright white) 

tissue; ‘possibly abnormal’ voxels contained tissue which appeared subtly hyperintense 

relative to normal tissue (i.e. in between background normal tissue and hyperintense 

‘definitely’ abnormal tissue); ‘normal’ voxels contained normal-appearing tissue (Figure 

1). Mismatch was defined as voxels which fell within MTT-abnormal, DWI-normal tissue. 

We tested inter-rater reliability of classifying voxels. The classification based on DWI is 

the most reproducible, with limits of agreement of the DWI signal values of less than +/-

10%. This is in accordance with the experimental literature and probably occurs because 

the variation in DWI signal is less, with narrower standard deviations than is the case with 

either ADC or PWI values. The DWI voxel classification was interpolated to the MRS 

voxel grid (size 10×10 mm). The MRS voxels were weighted by the proportion of each 

DWI-coded tissue present. The DWI voxels interpolated very well to the MRS voxels as 

the majority contained tissue of only one classification. Note that because the coded 

DWI/PWI slice (5mm) was positioned through the centre of the CSI slice, ie so that  

2.5mm of the 10mm thick CSI slice overlapped on either side of the DWI/PWI slice, the 

coded slice captured the most reliable CSI information. Note that with the addition of the 

1mm slice gap on either side of the DWI slice (hence total thickness 7mm), there would 

only be 1.5mm of the DWI slices above and below the CSI slice actually overlapping with 

the CSI slice, leaving the remaining 4.5mm of these adjacent slices uncovered by and not 

corresponding to the CSI slab. Hence, coding the DWI slices on either side of the index 
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slice and attempting to interpolate the small proportion of the DWI slice that overlapped 

the CSI slab into the CSI grid would not be valid. Furthermore, spectroscopy is very 

sensitive to partial volume effects at the margins of the CSI acquisition, so any DWI 

classification from the slices immediately above and below the central DWI slice would be 

prone to greater error in the metabolites. However, we checked the DWI slices on either 

side of the index slice to make sure that the voxel coding was similar. Metabolites (in 

absolute “institutional units”), perfusion (CBF, CBV and MTT, expressed as “index units” 

normalised to the contralateral normal hemisphere) and diffusion (ADC) values (expressed 

as absolute values) were extracted from each voxel type to allow an analysis by absolute 

metabolite as well as relative (to the contralateral hemisphere) values.  

 

Statistical analysis 

All statistical tests were performed in SPSS 14.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc, Chicago, Ill, 

USA). Metabolite, ADC and PWI values were not normally distributed so we used non-

parametric Wilcoxon Signed Rank Sum Tests to compare the metabolite concentrations, 

ADC and PWI parameters between different voxel classes. We compared metabolites, 

DWI and PWI parameters within each voxel class using the Spearman Rank Correlation 

coefficient (ρ), setting significance at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). We examined the 

relationship between imaging parameters, stroke severity (NIHSS score) and time from 

stroke to imaging on a per patient basis. We tested associations with both absolute and 

relative metabolite values to account for any age-related changes in normal tissue. We 

examined the subgroup of patients imaged within six hours of stroke. Finally we combined 

‘definitely’ and ‘possibly abnormal’ tissue to create an ‘abnormal’ category and performed 

general linear regression to test for independent associations between metabolites, 

diffusion and perfusion parameters in the DWI normal versus abnormal appearing tissue. 
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RESULTS 

Patient characteristics 

We recruited 53 patients with ischaemic stroke; three patients were unable to complete the 

full imaging protocol. Of the remaining 50 patients with ischemic stroke and complete 

imaging, four with no visible DWI lesion, and three with poor quality spectra (due to 

movement) were excluded leaving 43 patients for the present analyses.  

 

The 43 patients had a median age of 76 years (range 37-95, SD 11). The time from stroke 

to imaging ranged from 1.5-24 hours (median 8, SD 6.6 hours): 14 (32%) patients were 

scanned within six hours, 14 (32%) between six and 12 hours, and 15 (36%) patients 

between 12 and 24 hours after stroke. 24 (56%) patients had a partial anterior circulation 

stroke (PACS), and 19 (44%) had a total anterior circulation stroke (TACS). The median 

NIHSS was 9 (range 1-29, SD 7.8); 22/43 patients (51%) had DWI/PWI mismatch on 

MTT. None received thrombolysis or any investigational treatment and none had carotid 

stenosis of more than 50%. 

 

Association with tissue appearance on DTI  

NAA was lowest in the DWI ‘definitely abnormal’ voxels, and lower in ‘definitely’ than in 

‘possibly abnormal’ voxels (97.9 vs 113.3, p=0.01), and in ‘possibly abnormal’ than in 

‘mismatch’ and ‘normal’ voxels (Table 1; Figure2). There was no difference in NAA 

between mismatch and normal tissue. That is, NAA was reduced only in tissue that 

appeared in any way abnormal on DWI; the more abnormal the tissue appeared, the lower 

the NAA, and therefore the greater the neuronal loss.  
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Lactate was highest in ‘definitely abnormal’ voxels, and successively lower in ‘possibly 

abnormal’, ‘mismatch’, ‘ipsilateral’ and ‘contralateral normal’ tissue (all comparisons 

p<0.01). 

 

There was no difference in ADC between ‘definitely’ and ‘possibly abnormal’ voxels, but 

ADC was reduced in DWI abnormal compared with ‘mismatch’ and ‘normal’ voxels 

(Table 1; Figure2).  

 

There was no difference in CBF or MTT values between ‘definitely’ and ‘possibly 

abnormal’ voxels. CBF was reduced and MTT prolonged in DWI abnormal compared to 

‘mismatch’ and ‘ipsilateral normal’ voxels, and MTT was prolonged in ipsilateral 

compared to ‘contralateral normal’ voxels.  

 

When the analysis was restricted to the 15 patients imaged within six hours, the significant 

associations all became non-significant, probably due to the small number of patients 

(n=15). 

 

 

 

 



   
 

Table 1 Significance of differences between metabolites, DTI and PWI parameters between different voxels classified according to the DWI 

appearance.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wilcoxon signed rank test. (* bold – statistically significant value). 

Tissue voxel type 

Wilcoxon signed rank sum test comparing tissue types  

(p values) 

ADC CBF CBV MTT NAA LACT 

‘definitely’ vs ‘possibly’ abnormal  0.758 0.68 0.636 0.85 0.01 0.001 

‘possibly’ abnormal vs ipsilateral normal  0.001 0.003 0.06 0.006 0.007 0.0001 

ipsilateral normal vs contralateral normal  0.57 0.32 0.05 0.0001 0.01 0.006 

mismatch vs ‘definitely’ abnormal  0.136 0.435 0.86 0.177 0.004 0.002 

mismatch vs ‘possibly’ abnormal  0.088 0.095 0.263 0.291 0.039 0.011 

mismatch vs contralateral normal   0.178 0.005 0.158 0.0001 0.178 0.003 
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Associations with time to imaging and stroke severity 

NAA was lower in patients scanned at later times in ‘definitely’ and ‘possibly 

abnormal’ voxels (ρ= -0.4, p=0.03 and ρ= -0.44, p=0.04 in ‘definitely’ and ‘possibly 

abnormal’ tissue respectively). Lactate, ADC and MTT were not associated with time 

to scanning in any voxel types. Higher CBF and CBV values were associated with 

increasing time from onset to scanning only in possibly abnormal tissue (ρ=0.52, 

p=0.0001, ρ=0.4, p=0.008 respectively). When restricted to the 15 patients imaged 

within six hours, the significant associations became non-significant, probably due to 

the small number of patients (n=15). There was no association between NAA or 

lactate and stroke severity (NIHSS) in any of the voxel types. More severe stroke was 

associated only with lower ADC and CBF in ‘possibly’ abnormal voxels (ρ= -0.5, 

p=0.003, ρ= -0.32, p=0.04 for ADC and CBF respectively) and with prolonged MTT 

in ‘ipsilateral normal’ voxels only (ρ=0.6, p=0.001). When restricted to the 15 

patients imaged within six hours, the association between NAA, lactate and stroke 

severity remained non-significant; ADC and CBF in ‘possibly abnormal’ tissue lost 

the significant association with NIHSS; and the association between CBF, CBV, MTT 

and NIHSS in ‘ipsilateral normal’ tissue became significant. These results should be 

interpreted with caution due to the small number of patients (15) in this subgroup 

analysis. 

 

Associations between metabolites and diffusion and perfusion parameters  

Univariate analyses showed no association between NAA and ADC or PWI 

parameters in DWI ‘definitely’ (NAA vs. ADC, ρ= -0.16, p=0.4; and vs. MTT 

ρ=0.33, p=0.054) or ‘possibly’ (NAA vs. ADC, ρ= -0.24, p=0.1; and vs. MTT 
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ρ=0.172, p=0.28) abnormal voxels. Elevated lactate was associated with reduced 

ADC and prolonged MTT in ‘definitely’ (lactate vs. ADC, ρ= -0.41, p=0.02; and vs. 

MTT ρ=0.42, p=0.02) and ‘possibly’ (lactate vs ADC ρ=-0.32, p=0.04 and vs. MTT 

ρ=0.37, p=0.02) abnormal voxels. We repeated the analysis in the 15 patients imaged 

within six hours. The association between NAA, ADC and PI parameters remained 

negative and the associations between elevated lactate and reduced ADC/prolonged 

MTT were also unchanged.   

 

Multivariate modelling confirmed the association between reduced NAA and 

increasing time to scanning in the whole patient group (Coefficient B -2.4, p=0.001), 

and between high lactate and reduced ADC (Coefficient B -0.07, p=0.001), but not 

between any other variables. Restricting the analysis to the 15 patients imaged within 

six hours did not change these results. 
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DISCUSSION 

This study demonstrates several important points concerning characterisation of tissue 

damage with imaging in acute ischemic stroke. First, the ADC, PWI and lactate 

values are sensitive to the presence of ischemia (significant differences between DWI-

abnormal, mismatch and normal tissue) but the absence of any correlation with NAA 

indicates that they are less specific for cumulative permanent neuronal damage. 

Second, the elevated lactate but normal NAA in ‘mismatch’ tissue is consistent with 

the hypothesis that mismatch tissue is ischemic but still viable. Third, the NAA 

temporal profile was different to that of ADC, PWI and lactate values – NAA 

declined with time after stroke, consistent with experimental models,18 whereas ADC, 

PWI and lactate values showed no clear temporal profile. Fourth, the acute ischemic 

lesion appearance on DWI (the “whiteness”), but not the ADC value, corresponds 

with the degree of neuronal damage, consistent with experimental data where DWI 

signal intensity but not ADC level was associated with histologically-determined 

neuronal damage.34 Thus in the acute ischemic lesion, the lack of association between 

NAA and ADC, MTT and lactate, may explain the lack of any consistent ADC or 

PWI threshold identified to date to distinguish salvageable from non-salvageable 

tissue.2;4 

 

The strengths of the present study include the large sample size (for a complex stroke 

imaging study), careful image registration and detailed voxel-based analysis. The use 

of DWI appearance in the image analysis means that the results are independent of 

any threshold values and also directly translatable to clinical practice, fast and 

immediate to apply – the brighter the DWI signal, the greater the neuronal damage, 

and presumably the less likely that the tissue will be salvageable (but this would 
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require further testing). We could have used a ADC or PWI threshold to delineate the 

acute stroke lesion, but no consistent threshold has yet been identified that reliably 

identifies salvageable/non-salvageable tissue.4 Voxel-based analysis, although much 

more detailed than region-of-interest approaches, may suffer from partial volume 

effects at lesion edges. We were very careful to exclude poorly fitted or noise-

contaminated spectra and all CSF-contaminated voxels. We included patients imaged 

up to 24 hours after stroke (in prespecified time windows) so as to be able to examine 

the temporal profile and because there is evidence of substantial amounts of ischemic 

but viable tissue (50% of lesion) up to at least 24 hours after stroke.35 Whether or not 

this apparently viable tissue is salvageable with revascularisation therapies beyond six 

hours is currently uncertain and the subject of ongoing trials. When we restricted 

analysis to just those patients imaged within six hours of stroke, the results in general 

did not change although many of the significant associations lost their significance, 

most likely due to the small sample size. 

 

The study also has some limitations. Lack of out-of-hours scanner availability 

hampered recruitment (although there is no evidence that patients admitted during the 

night were different to those seen during the day). Not all patients were able to 

complete the scanning protocol, particularly those with severe stroke, so some patients 

that started imaging did not contribute to the analysis. We used a single thick 

spectroscopic imaging slab centred on the DWI slice that showed the acute stroke 

lesion at its most extensive; the spectroscopy slice covered the entire thickness of the 

DWI and PWI slice that showed the maximum lesion extent, plus 2.5mm on either 

side, thereby capturing representative spectroscopic information across a large 

proportion of the stroke lesion. We tested ways of including the DWI/PWI slices on 
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either side of the central DWI/PWI slice in the analysis, but found that this would 

introduce more error due to lack of overlap of the additional DWI/PWI slices with the 

CSI slice and increased risk of partial volume averaging. During protocol 

development, we also tested an alternative of placing the CSI slab with one edge 

starting with the top edge of a DWI/PWI slice so that the CSI slab then covered one 

DWI/PWI slice plus a slice gap plus 4mm of the next DWI/PWI slice but this resulted 

in more problems than it helped due to difficulty in averaging the DWI tissue 

classification of two adjacent slices except in the very largest lesions. We have tried 

various other ways of matching the CSI to the DWI/PWI by varying slice thickness 

and gaps but the constraints of slice number and need for brain coverage mean that 

there really is no better way of dealing with this problem. The thickness of the CSI 

slab is limited by signal to noise – too thin a slab results in very poor signal to noise. 

The MRS slab provided much more information than the single voxel MRS used in 

most previous studies. Acquisition of multiple adjacent spectroscopy slices would be 

too time-consuming to be feasible in acute stroke. We did not use metabolite ratios 

because their use is questionable as there is no reliable denominator that does not 

change in acute ischaemic stroke: both choline and creatine are altered by the 

ischaemic process.36 In spite of these limitations, many previous studies of brain 

proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) in ischaemic stroke expressed their 

data as metabolic ratios, mostly to choline or creatine. As it is now known to be 

incorrect to assume that choline and creatine remain constant in acute ischaemic 

stroke,36 this practice should probably cease. Some variations in alternative metabolite 

ratio denominators may be interesting, for example the lactate/NAA ratio which is a 

sensitive metabolic index of acute ischaemia which was used to demonstrate the wide 

metabolic heterogeneity inside the abnormal area delineated by ADC map.24 Indeed, 
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the increasing lactate level combined with the simultaneous decreasing NAA level 

may enhance the diagnostic value of this metabolic ratio and avoid potential problems 

due to increased water content from cellular oedema.24 It is difficult to perform 

absolute MRS quantification of brain metabolites due to variations in water content 

arising from brain pathology. The additional sequences (absolute T1 quantification) 

required to overcome this would make the scan times intolerable for acutely ill 

patients and as the tissue water increase in the first 24 hours of stroke is less than 6% 

it would seem reasonable to use standardised individual metabolite values. The 

correlations of metabolites with time after stroke should be interpreted cautiously 

because these data come from different patients imaged at different times after stroke, 

not the same patients imaged serially. The data on patients imaged within six hours 

should also be interpreted cautiously as the sample size (15 patients) is small. 

 

One previous study of six patients found a strong correlation between lesion ADC and 

NAA and lactate24 using a  region of interest rather than voxel based approach. In a 

previous region of interest analysis in the same patient population,37 we found an 

association between the ratio [lesion NAA]/[lesion NAA+choline+creatine] and 

reduced ADC (Spearman ρ= 0.434, p=0.005) but noted that this composite ratio is 

difficult to interpret given that neither NAA nor choline are constant in acute stroke.36 

Therefore we did not repeat the analysis with that ratio using the grid-based analysis. 

Also in agreement with Nicolai et al, in both the present analysis and the previous 

region of interest analysis,37 we have shown an association between rising lactate and 

falling ADC. Nicolai et al24 also commented on the pronounced heterogeneity of ADC 

within the lesion which we have highlighted as a finding in the present analysis. The 

association of elevated lactate with both falling ADC and prolonged MTT in the 
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present study means that we would most likely have found a similar association to 

that of Nicolai24 for the ratio of lactate/NAA with ADC and MTT. Another study (14 

patients) found no correlation between ADC and NAA in the first 24 hours.16 The lack 

of association between ADC and NAA could be explained by different rates of 

change. ADC falls immediately after stroke38 whilst NAA represents cumulative 

neuronal death and levels decline more gradually.17-19  

 

The presence of lactate in normal appearing tissue on T2-weighted imaging has been 

reported previously in 11 patients between 2-24 hours after stroke. However, as T2-

weighted imaging is less sensitive to ischemic change than DWI, it is possible that 

some of the normal appearing tissue on T2-weighted imaging was actually ischemic.39 

Another study found lactate outside the diffusion (ADC) lesion.22 In both studies the 

lactate could have been in mismatch tissue. Some lactate in DWI normal tissue 

ipsilateral to the stroke could be accounted for by partial volume effects from adjacent 

mismatch voxels but we also found lactate in contralateral normal brain. This could be 

an artefact of fitting lipids, or contamination from lactate entering CSF from ischemic 

brain in patients with significant cerebral atrophy. However, the most likely reason is 

that lactate can be found in healthy brain in older people.40  

 

NAA is found exclusively in functioning neurons.14;15 Several ischemia models 

demonstrated an initial rapid decrease of NAA following induction of ischemia, then a 

further slower decline,13 that correlated closely with histological evidence of neuronal 

death.18;19 The NAA had fallen to 50% of normal by 6 hours and to 20% of normal by 

24 hours, corresponding with similar proportions of non-viable neurons identified 

histologically.18 Although accumulation of oedema fluid in the ischaemic lesion could 
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“dilute” the NAA and account for some of the apparent reduction in NAA, generally 

within the first 24 hours the increase in water content is around 6% as judged by 

experimental and patient data,41 which would not be enough to account for the 

magnitude of metabolite changes that we have detected.  Thus it is reasonable to 

regard NAA reduction as specific for neuronal loss in acute ischemia. In contrast, at 

subacute times, there is some uncertainty about whether any residual NAA detected 

spectroscopically represents a few still viable neurons, neuronal debris, infiltrating 

microglia, or possibly migrating neural stem cells.14 This pattern of early NAA loss 

has been confirmed in patients.17;42 In contrast, in animal models, the ADC value falls 

as neuronal and glial swelling develops, and then either remains low in persistent 

occlusion models until dead cells of all types are lysed, or rises in transient ischemia 

models due primarily to resolution of glial swelling.34 Indeed histological 

comparisons suggest that the ADC is a better marker of glial cell status than of 

neuronal viability, with the DWI signal (“whiteness”) being a better marker of 

neuronal death than the ADC,34 which is why we used the DWI lesion brightness to 

classify the voxels. The lack of specificity of ADC values for neuronal death is also 

suggested by the wide range of values found in definite infarcts.43 These results may 

explain the lack of any clear ADC or PWI threshold for reliably differentiating 

permanently damaged from still viable ischemic tissue.  
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